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STATE OF THE ART 

ACT NEWS 

HERITAGE DIVISION, DEPARTMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND WATER 
RESOURCES (DEW) 
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation (EPBC) Act 1999 Amendments – It 
was noted in the previous Newsletter that a large number of amendments, including many 
related to heritage, proposed for the EPBC Act, had been tabled in Parliament.  The 
previously mentioned Senate Committee that examined the then proposed amendments 
has reported and their report and the submissions made to the Committee can be found at 

http://www.aph.gov.au/Senate/committee/ecita_ctte/environment_heritage/index.htm 

The amendments were passed by the Parliament on 7 December 2006 without change.  
The bulk of the amendments are intended to commence in 2007.  After their 
commencement there will be further information on them and their implications, such as for 
National and Commonwealth Heritage Listing nomination and assessment processes, 
posted on the Department’s web site. 

 

The third independent national five-yearly report on the state of Australia's environment 
was tabled in Parliament on 6 December 2006. If you want to read the report then go to  
http://www.environment.gov.au/soe/2006/index.html 

There are various parts of the report and its supporting documents that may be of interest 
to readers of the Newsletter including: the themed commentary on ‘Natural and cultural 
heritage’ prepared by Jane Lennon for the State of the Environment (SOE) Committee 
2006 at  
http://www.environment.gov.au/soe/2006/publications/commentaries/heritage/index.html; 

and the technical report prepared by Dr Michael Pearson and Duncan Marshall, the ‘Study 
of condition and integrity of historic heritage places’ at  
http://www.environment.gov.au/soe/2006/publications/technical/historic-heritage/index.html. 

Other areas of the 2006 SOE work that may be of interest are: the ‘Integrative 
commentaries’ at  
http://www.environment.gov.au/soe/2006/publications/integrative/index.html 

which include ‘An integrated approach to environment and heritage issues’ prepared by 
Chris Johnston, Context Pty Ltd, and ‘The role of local government in environmental and 
heritage management’ prepared by Dr Su Wild River, ANU; and the ‘Current or emerging 
issues papers’ at  
http://www.environment.gov.au/soe/2006/publications/emerging/index.html 

including ‘Cultural heritage and local government’ prepared by Sharon Sullivan. 

 

Since the last Newsletter, the Department has a new Minister, the Hon Malcolm Turnbull 
MP, has a new name (see above), and new email addresses (following the form 
john.brown@environment.gov.au).  As a result of the Australian Government’s water-
related functions being gathered into the new ‘super’ department and so they can be 
collocated, the Heritage Division will be moving from the John Gorton Building in Parkes, 
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across Kings Avenue, to the also heritage-listed, Edmund Barton Building, Barton.  (Phone 
numbers and the postal address will remain the same.)  In six months we will then move, 
with Parks Australia and the Marine and Biodiversity Division, into brand new premises in 5 
Farrell Place, Civic, until the completion of a new purpose-built building in State Circle, 
Barton, in 2011, which will house the entire Department. 

Richard Morrison 

NEW SOUTH WALES NEWS 

GODDEN MACKAY LOGAN 

Godden Mackay Logan heritage consultants have recently completed a draft Conservation 
Management Plan for the Bungarribee House archaeological site at Doonside near 
Blacktown in Western Sydney.  The CMP information was assisted by post-excavation 
reports by Austral Archaeology, who had excavated there a few years ago.  

The site was owned by a succession of government and private owners, all of whom made 
a variety of uses of the land.  Most interestingly, however, further research has indicated 
that Ben Boyd, who owned the site in the late 1840s, brought South Sea Islander labour 
into NSW and housed and used them on the Bungarribee site during his brief ownership 
and occupation of the estate.  They were housed in a Convict Barracks at the site, perhaps 
alongside some convicts who had not yet finished their terms.  The footings of the Barracks 
are known to have survived and any underfloor deposits of the Barracks are very likely to 
remain largely undisturbed.  If they do, they potentially offer opportunities for a rare and 
unique insight into a culture and labour force that is otherwise unrecorded and invisible in 
most historical accounts and archaeological resources, especially in NSW.  

South Sea Islander labour has been thought to be limited to the cane fields of Queensland 
and to occur much later in the nineteenth century. 

Lisa Newell and Mark Dunn of Godden Mackay Logan hope to present a paper to this 
year's ASHA/combined conference that explores the themes of South Sea Islander labour 
and how that may relate to NSW and the labour shortages following the cessation of 
convict transportation. Research may also indicate the material culture indicators that 
would identify occupation and use by South Sea Islanders, should the site be investigated, 
or other sites come up with similar material.  

Lisa Newell  

NSW NATIONAL ARCHAEOLOGY WEEK  

National Archaeology Week is coming up on 20-27 May 2007. If you have an idea for an 
event or activity or you would like to volunteer your assistance, please contact the State 
Coordinator at naw-nsw@asha.org.au. More details will be posted on the following website, 
so keep an eye out: http://www.archaeologyweek.com/ 

Deborah Arthur  
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NEW ZEALAND NEWS 

EXCAVATIONS ON WHENUA HOU/CODFISH ISLAND 

Archaeological investigations were conducted during January 2007 on Whenua 
Hou/Codfish Island under the direction of Ian Smith (University of Otago) and Atholl 
Anderson (ANU). Whenua Hou is a small (ca 5.5 x 3.5km) island just west of Stewart Island 
near the southern end of New Zealand. It played a significant role in the 19th century history 
of southern New Zealand, with sealing gangs landed there in 1808 and 1809, and one of 
New Zealand’s first mixed-race communities founded there in 1826 by former sealers and 
their Maori partners. The island is now managed by descendants of this community in 
conjunction with the Department of Conservation, primarily as a protected habitat for 
endangered birds. 

A programme of historical and archaeological research was instigated by Rachael Egerton 
(DoC) to assist with preparation of a conservation plan for the historic heritage of the island. 
This included the preparation of a two hundred year history of human settlement on the 
island by Angela Middleton (soon to be published by DoC) and a two week archaeological 
investigation. The latter involved surface inspection and an auger survey of suspected 
locations of past human settlement, test pitting and small scale excavations. 

The site of the 1826 to c.1850 village was located and three areas within it were sampled. 
One of these was a house site, which disclosed the stone base of a chimney and remnants 
of split wooden planks that had formed the walls and floor. Artefacts included both typical 
Maori forms and relatively small numbers of European items, reflecting the limited contacts 
that this community had with the wider world. Other areas included midden scatters and a 
possible garden area. Beneath all of these we encountered substantial deposits from an 
earlier Maori settlement. Artefacts from these deposits suggest that it may date from early 
in New Zealand’s prehistoric sequence, and this will be tested by radiocarbon dating. Both 
phases of occupation yielded substantial assemblages of fauna that will provide a valuable 
record of changes over time in ecology and resource use on the island. 

Ian Smith, University of Otago 

EARLY WANGANUI: EXCAVATIONS OF TOWN SECTIONS 77 AND 79 OF THE 
UCOL DEVELOPMENT BLOCK 

In December 2006, archaeological excavations were conducted in two areas of the city 
block being developed by the Universal College of Learning (UCOL), Wanganui, New 
Zealand. Excavations of parts of two Town Sections within the block, Sections 79 and 77, 
were conducted over a three-week period. The Town Section divisions were established by 
the New Zealand Company in 1842. 
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Plan showing the excavated areas and their relation to Town Sections 71-79 (modified from 
LINZ map from 1925, ref. DP7422). 

 

Section 79: ‘Bamber’s House’ 

This section contained the house of Thomas Bamber, a blacksmith who became the mayor 
of Wanganui from 1878 to 1880. Valuation rolls from the 1870s record Bamber as having a 
six roomed dwelling and a smithy on the section. Early photographs show a large house 
present on the section from the early 1860s, and it was probably built in the early 1850s. 
The house stood, though much modified, until 1995 when it was demolished. This site is of 
interest due to its potential to provide information regarding domestic life during the early 
settlement of Wanganui and also for its relation to a prominent figure in Wanganui’s history. 

Numerous postholes outlined Bamber’s house, as well as alterations and additions over 
time. Several pits on the Rutland Street frontage contained scrap iron, presumably relating 
to Bamber’s occupation as a blacksmith. They appear to predate the house. At the other 
end of the site, a thin layer of dark soil that may have been a garden soil was scattered with 
dispersed bone, broken ceramics and other artefacts. Two wells were also found – both 
had had their brick linings removed, presumably for recycling. 
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Excavation of one of the scrap metal pits in progress. 

 

Section 77: The Wanganui Hotel 

This area was of interest as it was the site of the Wanganui Hotel, which dates from the late 
1850s to the 1880s. Historic photographs show that the hotel comprised three adjoining 
buildings, the smallest of which may have been a dwelling for the innkeepers. Part of the 
hotel was replaced by a large, two-storey building by the 1880s, and today the 1914 Public 
Trust building fronts onto Market Place. The excavation included the area at the back of the 
Public Trust building where the small building and gardens of the hotel had stood. Other 
businesses also used parts of Sections 77 in the 19th century.  

The foundations of at least three different structures were identified. Some of the large, 
deep postholes uncovered in the southern end of the site may have been associated with 
the late 19th century Thompson and Lewis bottling factory, which had badly affected the 
older archaeology of part of Section 77 and much of Section 78. Remains of two, possibly 
three, brick fireplaces were uncovered, one at least of which matches the position of one 
shown in historical photographs of the hotel. Two wells were discovered. As with Section 
79, neither was lined with brick. 

A number of bottle dumps were uncovered towards the southern end of the site. These 
were filled with both whole and broken bottles. Of particular note was the very large number 
of bottles with paper labels still adhering to them. These labels showed that the majority of 
bottles had contained alcohol – gin, beer, wine and cognac. Some ‘salad oil’ bottles had 
two labels, for instance a “Red Cabbage” label pasted over a “J.T. Morton Raspberry 
Syrup” label. 
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An initial appraisal indicates that almost all of the recovered artefacts, from both Sections 
but particularly those from the Section 77 bottle dumps, were produced in the period from 
the later 1850s to the mid-1870s. 

 

 
A bottle dump behind the Wanganui Hotel during excavation, containing numerous whole 
bottles. 

 

 
Three different ‘Old Tom Gin’ labels produced by two manufacturers. 

 

Mathew Campbell, Warren Gumbley and Beatrice Hudson, CFG Heritage Ltd. 
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REQUEST FOR INFORMATION 

Research on largest sailing ship built in NZ 

In the 1840s the 410t barque Stirlingshire was built at Nagles Cove, Great Barrier Island, 
60 miles NE of Auckland, NZ. It was built by John Gillies and Robert Menzies for 
Abercrombie & Co., merchants of Sydney. I am researching this ship and the people and 
events around it, from the 1830s to the 1880s when it was finally hulked in Europe. I need 
more information to enable me to unravel the movements of John Gillies and Robert 
Menzies, because some of what I do have seems to conflict.  

Gillies was building vessels to sell, on the banks of the Manning River north of Sydney, 
during the late 1830s, and then moved to build vessels at his own shipyard at Klywootika 
on the Macleay River (also north of Sydney) up until he sold it to Christopher Lawson in 
1843. At this yard he built the 150t schooner Glenmore for Wm. Abercrombie, in the latter 
half of 1841. The association with Abercrombie continued when Gillies and Robert Menzies 
built the Stirlingshire, launched in November 1848, and given the official number 24868. 

Other information has Gillies at Great Barrier building both the schooner Rory O’More 
launched in October 1841, and the 130t brig Tryphena around the same time. I have 
recently found Gillies’ log as a harbourmaster 1844-58, that shows him at Nagles Cove 
from January 1846 to January 1849.  

Any information that will bring a bit more clarity as to how, when and where Gillies and 
Menzies operated as they did will be much appreciated. If anyone has more information on 
the brothers William, Peter, Charles and Robert Abercrombie of Sydney, Coromandel, 
Great Barrier Island, and Auckland, I would also be much interested. 

Please contact Don Armitage: email glaucus@xtra.co.nz or write RD1, Great Barrier Is., 
Auckland 0962, New Zealand. 

 

Rick McGovern-Wilson 

NORTHERN TERRITORY NEWS 

WORDS OF WAR  

Through the conflict of World War Two, particularly the experience of the Japanese attacks 
on northern Australia, this nation entered a new epoch of its post-colonial history. New 
conceptions of national identity, political and social orientation and perceptions of 
vulnerability evolved from this period.  A great number of the relics of this Battle for North 
Australia are still identifiable in the Top End, providing potent images connecting us to the 
turbulent events of this war. Moreover, all States possess a range of venues of the wartime 
activities that portray the events that united so many Australians in a response to the 
conflict. 

These sites of WWII activity are an important, but dwindling, resource of our national 
heritage. Planning for the selection, preservation and presentation of features and artefacts 
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for the information and appreciation of later generations of Australians has been hitherto, at 
best, a piecemeal endeavour. There has also been little development, on a national basis, 
of integrated programmes for the recording and presentation in concrete form, of the 
experiences, activities and locations of Australians at the home and battlefront in WWII. 

The wartime period is now in the realm of fallible, generations-old memory, soon to be gone 
from living memory altogether, making the study of the events and the conservation of the 
materials an urgent matter. The relation of the historical records of the past to the rapidly 
dwindling material remains of the war is now an urgent task if we are to preserve an 
adequate selection and interpretation of the material symbols and icons of this dramatic 
episode of our heritage. 

In the Northern Territory some of us have become concerned, not only about our 
threatened local relics of the Battle of North Australia, but about the integrity of the network 
of sites and materials that need to be preserved nationally, and about the rationale by 
which matters of significance assessment and preservation techniques are determined. 

Local Darwin members of Australasian Society for Historical Archaeology, the Australasian 
Institute for Maritime Archaeology and the Professional Historians Association are seeking 
to gauge interest and support for a national conference on the management of WWII 
heritage. Such a conference could contribute greatly to establishing guidelines for use by 
government, heritage management practitioners, developers and the general public in the 
conservation of WWII heritage. 

Should this conference go ahead, it seems likely that a date some eighteen moths ahead 
would be our goal, as much work remains to be done developing themes, key topics, and a 
multitude of practical arrangements. At present, if anyone is interested could let us know, 
particularly sharing any ideas and insights they have for such an activity, we will be able to 
gauge the practicality of our idea.  
 

Colin De La Rue, delarue@octa4.net.au 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA NEWS 

There is no news from South Australia. 

QUEENSLAND NEWS 

CABOONBAH HOMESTEAD 

A long term project to be undertaken by archaeologists from the University of Queensland 
has just commenced at Caboonbah Homestead near Esk, an hour northwest of Brisbane. 
Caboonbah Homestead has had a varied history. Constructed around 1890, it was for 40 
years the home of Henry Plantagenet Somerset, a landowner and later Member of 
Parliament for the district. In subsequent years it was turned into a guest house where 
several older local residents remember honeymooning. The homestead is currently owned 
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by SEQ Water and managed by Brisbane Valley Historical Society. It is now heritage listed 
and houses a collection of local memorabilia. 

Recent clearing of overgrown vegetation in the gully at the rear of the house led to the 
discovery of the original dumping areas. Closer inspection showed a range of relatively 
undisturbed artefacts from the various periods of occupation of the homestead. Artefacts 
are scattered across the whole slope to the rear of the property with domestic material lying 
directly behind the homestead. In addition there is a concentration of farm equipment in a 
second gully near the original location of the stables. The first fieldwork aimed to 
investigate the domestic dump and was planned to coincide with the Caboonbah 
Homestead Festival, on 26 August 2006. 

 

Initial work involved mapping of the slope and 
identifying the main concentrations of artefacts. 
We then carried out an excavation in the main 
gully, where conditions were fairly challenging 
due to the steepness of the slope! Two pits were 
opened up approx 6 m apart down the gully. Both 
pits initially yielded artefacts from all stages of 
occupation. However the first pit, continued to a 
depth of 80cm, produced a range of artefacts 
from the late 19th century at lower levels. Finds 
included a variety of primarily high quality 
ceramics, metal, complete glass bottles, 
household wares and butchered animal bones. 

Although time constraints (and believe it or not 
rain in drought-stricken Queensland) curtailed 
the excavation in the August season, we 
returned to the site to continue excavations in 
early February 2007. The heat was a factor in 

excavations, as can be expected at this time of year. However with the aid of some 
innovative field accommodations (6 tarps) we were able to expand on the excavations from 
August and extended the pits across the gully. Similar artefacts to those excavated in 
August 2006 were found in the adjacent pits, with special finds including a toy train wagon, 
a fragment of Royal Doulton ceramic and a number of complete bottles, in situ. The original 
line of the 1890s gully appears to have been identified through site stratigraphy, and this 
will help with decisions on the next phase of excavation.  

As the Brisbane Valley Historical Society and the Queensland Heritage Council are both 
fully supportive and very interested in the work, this project appears to have a long term 
future. The site has a wealth of information on a higher class household, providing an 
opportunity to make comparisons with recent historical archaeological investigations in 
Queensland which have focused on working class sites such as Mill Point, Paradise and 
Mount Shamrock. 

G. Mate, K. Murphy, J. Prangnell, L. Terry, School of Social Science, University of 
Queensland 
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TASMANIA NEWS 

HERITAGE TASMANIA 

Ross dig update 

Fragments of bottles thought to have contained illicit alcohol were an unexpected find at a 
recent archaeological dig at the Female Factory at Ross. A team of archaeology students 
led by archaeologist Dr Eleanor Casella from the University of Manchester spent three 
weeks in January excavating the site. Built in the early 1840s, the Female Factory 
incarcerated female convicts from 1847 to 1854, when the convict transportation system 
ceased. Today it is a protected Historic Site jointly managed by the Parks and Wildlife 
Service and the Tasmanian Wool Centre of Ross. Parks and Wildlife Service historic 
heritage officer Jody Steele said that with the exception of Dr Casella’s work in the mid-
1990s, the story of the Ross Female Factory is a much neglected aspect of Tasmanian 
history. “It’s the most archaeologically intact example of a female factory in Australia. The 
site has had minimal use, mainly grazing, since it was a female factory. The archaeological 
project will build on what we know of the site,” Jody said. With sheep grazing on the site as 
the excavation took place, it wasn’t surprising that finds of sheep teeth and bones were 
numerous. There were also lots of glass fragments, both modern and older, bits of clay 
pipe and fragments of ceramics. Other finds uncovered through the painstaking work 
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included ladle spoons, buttons, pins and seals used to monitor the use of cloth. The 
excavation findings will be used in improved interpretation at the site in a project funded by 
the Tasmanian Community Fund. 

Cascades female factory draft CMP out for public comment 

The Cascades Female Factory’s national and international heritage values are being 
acknowledged with nominations for the National Heritage List and its inclusion in the 
Australian Government’s convict serial nomination to the World Heritage Register. The 
Department of Tourism, Arts and the Environment has commissioned Melbourne 
consultants Lovell Chen to prepare a conservation management plan to assist in 
developing policies and strategies for the protection and future management of the site.  To 
view or make comment on the draft plan go to: http://www.dtae.tas.gov.au/femalefactory/. 

For further information contact Allison Ryland on 03 6233 3619 (Tues-Thurs). 

Ester Guerzoni – with thanks to Jody Steele P&WS 

AUSTRAL ARCHAEOLOGY 

Austral Archaeology Pty Ltd is currently in the process of providing advice to a range of 
clients on a wide variety of new and ongoing projects. This includes preparation of a site 
record in response to Hydro Tasmania’s upgrade of the Liawenee Canal. The canal, 
constructed between 1918 and 1921, with further augmentation during the 1940s, directs a 
flow of water from the Ouse River into Great Lake. The site record is being undertaken 
within the framework established by Hydro Tasmania’s Cultural Heritage Program and 
follows on from an assessment of heritage impact prepared by Austral in 2006. Austral 
Archaeology is also preparing historic heritage assessments of the Kingston Bypass and 
Lyell Highway (between Granton & New Norfolk) land transport planning projects for Pitt & 
Sherry, and is providing specialist archaeological and conservation planning advice to GHD 
in regard to their Fort Nelson, Low Head Pilot Station precinct and Cataract Gorge projects. 
Lance Wackett in the Sydney office is also presently analysing artefacts recovered from a 
small, but nonetheless logistically complex, archaeological excavation in the Wapping 
precinct of inner city Hobart. It is hoped that the results of this excavation will provide a 
useful case study in demonstrating, to a range of stakeholders, that archaeology can be 
safely practiced in a range of challenging site conditions and that the potential return on 
information derived from archaeological contexts is not necessarily directly proportional to 
the extent of the area being investigated. 

David Parham 

PORT ARTHUR HISTORIC SITE MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY 

Summer volunteer and public archaeology programs 

The 2007 summer archaeology program is wrapping up.  After three weeks of furious 
digging, sieving, scrubbing, sorting, bagging and cataloguing the trench and lab are still and 
only the quiet sounds of head scratching and typing can still be heard. The 2007 season 
involved 12 volunteers drawn from universities across Australia, under the daily 
management of PAHSMA’s Richard Tuffin and artefacts consultant Penny Crook. The main 
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task for the volunteers was the ongoing processing and cataloguing of finds generated by 
previous digs.  Assisting at the public archaeology dig was a secondary task, giving 
participants a break from the lab work. 

The dig on the former Commissariat Officer’s house site was the main focus of the summer 
Public Archaeology Program, which also included daily trench-side talks.  Over 140 
children participated in the dig, while over 1000 visitors took part in the trench discussions. 

Writing the site report of this two-season project on the Commissariat Officer’s house will 
occupy much of February.  Analysis of finds will continue throughout the year, with 
University of Queensland honours student, Eleanor Marshall, undertaking supporting 
research on the material. 

30 year archaeology anniversary 

The 30th anniversary year for archaeology at Port Arthur has commenced with the 
installation of a new archaeology display in the Police Station.  The display showcases 
some of Port Arthur’s more noteworthy contributions to Australian archaeology over the 
past three decades.  Sites and projects featured include excavations at the prisoner 
barracks and Clerk of Works’ house, reconstructions of government gardens, maritime 
archaeology surveys, and Port Arthur’s role in the development of field and technical 
methods, including archaeological geophysics. 

A range of other activities and events will be scheduled throughout 2007 drawing 
inspiration from the Site’s numerous archaeology projects and reconnecting with many past 
contributors. 

Remote sensing of convict cemeteries 

PAHSMA, in collaboration with the University of Tasmania, is undertaking geophysical 
remote sensing of the convict period cemetery sites at Premaydena Point and Saltwater 
River.  The work is being undertaken in support of the Crown Land Classification and 
Assessment project, which is in the process of reserving the Crown land portions at both 
places as Historic Sites.  The proposed reserve boundaries do not match the extent of 
historic burials however, and the geophysics project, which utilises Ground Penetrating 
Radar, is designed to examine the relationship between historic burials, land tenure, and 
managed area boundaries. 

Greg Jackman 

KINGBOROUGH HERITAGE SURVEY 

This study, which is part of the broader Kingborough Heritage Review, was completed to 
draft stage in July 2006. The project was undertaken by local heritage consultants Anne 
McConnell, Mary Knaggs and Lindy Scripps. The draft report, which includes an inventory 
of identified places and a report (methods, overview and recommendations) is in a public 
comment period until mid-March 2007, and will be finalised shortly after. 

The Kingborough Heritage Survey has taken a somewhat different approach to traditional 
heritage reviews to date through its inventory approach, which has included listing all 
places of identified and potential historic heritage value, not only those that are deemed 
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worthy of listing at this point in time. The inventory contains a summary of all known 
information for each place, plus a preliminary assessment of significance and 
recommended actions. The approach has also been concerned with including the broad 
range of historic heritage places from movable objects, plantings, archaeological sites, 
structures and built heritage, through to heritage areas such as streetscapes, precincts and 
cultural landscapes. This approach is seen as having has significant advantages which 
allow the project outcomes to be used as a broad management tool and as a community 
resource. The project has benefited considerably from community input, in particular the 
work of the local history groups. 

In all some 784 places have been identified in the Inventory. Of these, 224 are 
recommended for listing on the Kingborough Planning Scheme 2000 Heritage Schedule 
and 49 are recommended for listing on the Tasmanian Heritage Register. In addition 34 
historic heritage areas have been recognised, most of which are recommended for listing. 
The Kingborough Municipality overall has a strongly historically imposed character and the 
Survey has been able to build on the current planning scheme by identifying key elements 
of this character for inclusion in the Future Desired Character statements in the Scheme. 

The Survey has found that there are heritage places in the Municipality dating from the 
1770s to the mid-late 1900s, a significant age range for Australia. Places dating from the 
late 1700s to mid 1800s are mostly archaeological remains or completely destroyed and 
relate to early exploration, early Aboriginal contact, whaling, convict activity and 
development of land routes. Other heritage places for this period include homes of early 
settlers (including many ex-Norfolk Islanders) and a few cottages related to a pilot station 
and a shipyard. Of particular significance is the Greater Adventure Bay Early Exploration 
Associative Cultural Landscape identified by the study. This area was one of the most 
highly visited localities in Australia in the late 1700s with visits by Furneaux, Cook, Bligh, 
and D’Entrecasteaux. 

There is slightly better preservation of heritage places relating to the mid-1800s to c.1900, 
although again, the extant, intact places are almost exclusively residences, although in this 
case scattered throughout the rural areas (mainly as farmsteads) as well as being in the 
earlier settled, now urban, areas and usually still part, or at least part, of original farms. A 
notable exception is the gravity fed mountain water supply system on the northeast edge of 
the Municipality on the slopes of Mt Wellington which was built between 1860 and 1917 
and is intact. 

The bulk of the identified heritage in the Kingborough Municipality dates to between c.1900 
and 1950. This heritage is very diverse. Although it is predominantly residences it also 
includes seaside holiday establishments, boat sheds, jetties, community and service 
buildings in the small rural villages, widespread isolated plantings, gardens and boundary 
plantings, hop fields, apple orchards, small fruit farms, sawmills and tramways, coal mines, 
sandstone quarries, and various factories including the timber getting, coal mining, various 
factories including the Electrona Carbide Works, ferry terminals, quarantine stations and  

several World War II defence related sites, including Fort Direction. Communications and 
transport in the channel were still strongly water based to the mid-1900s and many of the 
sites reflect this maritime focus. Although a rare style in most of the Municipality the 
Taroona area has a significant number of fine examples of Interwar dwellings with 
contemporary gardens, mainly in the Californian Bungalow and Art Deco/Functionalist 
style. 
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The heritage of the mid to late 1900s is limited. This appears to relate to the devastating 
effects of the 1967 bushfires in the region combined with a period of economic downturn. 
Many rural community services were also lost at this period. The few heritage places that 
date to this period are primarily buildings and built complexes that show architectural 
innovation, are of a specialised nature, are socially strongly valued, are considered 
culturally significant responses to the 1967 bushfires, or commemorate historical events. 

WELLINGTON PARK HISTORIC HERITAGE PROJECTS 

Anne McConnell has also been employed as the part time Cultural Heritage Coordinator for 
the Wellington Park Management Trust over the last eight months (and will continue in this 
capacity for another c.8 months). As the visually imposing backdrop to Hobart and Hobart's 
backyard for 200 years, Wellington Park has a considerable amount of historic heritage 
(reported previously). Anne’s main tasks have been to develop a historic heritage layer for 
the Trust’s GIS and to prepare a Historic Heritage Management Strategy for the Park. 
Other projects have included the excavation of a possible 1830s government sawpit (the 
results have been inconclusive), and the preparation of an Initial Conservation Policy for 
The Springs which was the main focus of use and visitation on the Mountain over the last 
200 years. The Springs also contains the remains of the 1930s Exhibition Gardens which 
are one of the earliest known formal native gardens to be established in Australia and 
which were built using Depression period labour. A Conservation Management Plan for the 
Former Exhibition Gardens was prepared by Lee Andrews & Associates in 2006, and 
included an archaeological survey of the site undertaken by David Parham of Austral 
Archaeology. 

AND MORE ARCHAEOLOGY 

After what seems like years of desktop assessments, there seems to be a resurgence of 
interest in what archaeology can offer to heritage management. Over the last 6 months I 
have undertaken a number of archaeological sensitivity assessments and small 
archaeological monitoring projects, including at Derwent Park House (a c.1824 estate on 
the Derwent River) and at the Ross Patent Slip (an 1866 slip at Battery Point, Hobart). I 
also recently undertook a review of the historical archaeological values of Fort Direction (a 
World War II coastal defence installation at the mouth of the Derwent) for ERM, who are 
preparing the Fort Direction Heritage Management Plan for the Department of Defence. 

Anne McConnell, Cultural Heritage Consultant 

HOBART'S 1866 MOUNTAIN WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM 

The conservation management plan (Murray & Nieberler, 1994) for the greater part of this 
still intact historic system is currently being reviewed and revised to include the full system 
and bring it up to date. The project is being funded by the Hobart City Council and Sydney 
consultant Mac North is carrying out the review. 
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VICTORIA NEWS 

NEWS FROM ERM AUSTRALIA P/L 

Late last year ERM conducted an excavation of the remains of the former Sandhurst 
Rolling Stock Works at 25 Myers Street Bendigo. The remains included a tall brick chimney 
with two flues, a brick internal wall, a brick and concrete machine base and the 
archaeological material under the concrete floor within the current warehouse. Following 
the recommendations made by Gary Vines in his 2003 assessment report, the remains of 
the former rolling stock works were placed on the Victorian Heritage Inventory (H7724 -
0606) and a Consent to disturb the remains was applied for. Vines also recommended that 
the area around the chimney be archaeologically tested prior to development works taking 
place. ERM was commissioned by Coles Property Developments P/L to conduct 
archaeological testing at the site prior to Coles redeveloping the warehouse as a Liquor 
Barn, incorporating some elements of the former rolling stock works in to a wine tasting 
area. 

The Sandhurst Rolling Stock Company was formed by George F. Pickles in 1883. The 
company produced horse-drawn buggies and carriages as well as carrying out large orders 
for the government’s railway program whilst in its expansion from Bendigo to Victoria’s 
north.  The factory was connected to the Bendigo railway line by a tramway. The Sandhurst 
Rolling Stock Company occupied 25 Myers Street from at least 1888 to 1892, and the 
remaining structures on site date to this period. The Sandhurst Rolling Stock Company was 
described as the largest carriage factory on the Australian Continent in 1890. It was the 
largest individual employer in Bendigo in the late nineteenth century, with up to 300 
employed in 1891.  The company was an important part of Victorian railways rolling stock 
at a time when Bendigo was the second most important terminus on the railway system. 

ERM initially placed two one by one metre test trenches to the south west and south east of 
the chimney in order to investigate Vines’ theory that these were the most likely positions 
for the boiler base and for a damper and/or other engine foundations. The concrete floor 
had to be cut and lifted and beneath this was a layer of grey building sand. Below this was 
the demolition layer, which comprised the standard building rubble. The test trenches 
revealed that when the former Sandhurst Rolling Stock Works was demolished, the 
majority of the remains were spread across the base of the warehouse, sand was laid over 
it to provide a relatively even surface and then the concrete floor was poured on top of this, 
effectively sealing in the archaeological remains which lay below the demolition layer. 

ERM therefore expanded the two test trenches in order to gain a better understanding of 
the remains of the rolling stock works, their function and relationship to the chimney. The 
test trench to the south east of the chimney was expanded to 8 metres and revealed a brick 
and concrete rendered floor which was most likely a machine base. The test trench to the 
south west of the chimney was expanded to 23 metres and an intact brick constructed 
boiler base was uncovered. The boiler base was 10.8m long and 2.2m wide with a raised 
brick floor at one end, which was most likely where the boiler was stoked, and a curved 
brick channel at the other end, which fed in to one of the flues of the chimney. The walls of 
the boiler base were two courses wide and six courses high, although it would have been 
taller before it was demolished, constructed in English bond, the same construction method 
used to build the chimney. The brick boiler base was in such good condition that David 
Bannear from Heritage Victoria, who visited us while we were excavating, commented that 
it was the best brick boiler base he had ever seen!  
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The extent of the brick boiler 
base, running up to the 
south western side of the 
brick chimney. Facing north 
east. 

 
 
 
 
 
Another view of 
the brick boiler 
base, looking 
south west from 
the chimney. 
 
 
 
The north eastern 
end of the boiler 
base, showing 
where the brick 
channel runs in to 
the flue of the brick 
chimney. Facing 
north west. 

 
The archaeological investigations revealed that this area was the centre of the industrial 
production line for the Sandhurst Rolling Stock Works. The iron was smelted and cast here, 
a large industrial boiler was used for this process and also most likely to produce steam to 
drive other machinery, running in a south west direction, parallel to the boiler. A brick 
channel ran under the working surface from the boiler into the flue on the south west face 
of the chimney. The flue on the south eastern side was therefore most likely used for 
cleaning purposes. The products manufactured by this boiler and the other machinery in 
this location were most likely taken through the archway (now bricked up in the remnant 
original wall) to another part of the factory for transportation, supplying the second biggest 
railway rolling stock in Victoria at that time. 

There are no plans to retain the brick boiler base, however the chimney can still be seen 
when you go wine tasting next time you are in Bendigo. 

Darren Griffin and Jaclyn Ward 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA NEWS 

Because of computer problems, there has been no news from Western Australia for the last 
two newsletter issues. My apologies to readers. The problems are fixed, and in this 
newsletter, one includes a synopsis and two personal undergraduate student views of the 
archaeological work occurring at St Mary’s Cathedral in Victoria Square, Perth. The 
building, an important component of the Victoria Square precinct comprising the 1846 built 
Pro-Cathedral (Perth city’s oldest church), Mercedes Roman Catholic Girls’ School (1850s), 
Bishops’ Palace (1850s and 1870s), and the 1853 built Colonial Hospital, is undergoing 
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restoration necessitating under floorboard sediment removal and some structural 
modification. 

We were all shocked and deeply saddened to hear of Terry Arnott’s death. I saw Terry at 
Darwin where he was in good form, and this is how he’ll be remembered. Western 
Australia’s ASHA members send condolences to Terry’s family. 

Shane Burke 

THE ST MARY’S CATHEDRAL  

The archaeological investigation of The Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception of the 
Blessed Virgin Mary (alternatively, St Mary’s), Perth, commenced on September 1st, 2006, 
with a site inspection of the Cathedral by Fr Robert Cross and Dr Shane Burke. 

The investigation came about through the chance offer on the part of priest Fr Robert Cross 
to locate and exhume the bodies of two Bishop’s buried intra mural in the Cathedral using 
proper archaeological procedure. Before the offer, the plan was to employ a local funeral 
director. 

Over the years, the exact location of the burials had been forgotten and documentary 
evidence conflicting. What started as a simple offer to exhume the bodies has become a 
massive archaeological project that will take probably one or more years to complete 
satisfactorily, and provide material for several academic studies, one of which is already 
underway. 

 
St Mary’s Cathedral looking east south east. The 1865 section (closest to the camera) 
protrudes from the 1930 Cavanagh Cathedral’s bland west face (S. Burke 2006). 
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The building of St Mary’s in Victoria Square Perth commenced in March 1863, and was 
completed in January 1865. Its architectural style was Victorian Free Gothic. It was 
substantially redecorated and added to in 1905 in a Federation Gothic style. In 1926-30, 
the sanctuary of the 1865 Cathedral was demolished and a new transept and sanctuary of 
Inter-war Gothic style was added to the existing Federation Gothic building. As funds 
became available, it was planned to completely demolish the original 1865 building, but this 
never occurred. This gave rise to a juxtaposition of two buildings, the older eastern section 
termed the 1865 Cathedral and the newer 1926-30 section called the Cavanagh Cathedral 
(after the architect). 

Due to changes in the liturgical practices of the Catholic Church that could not be easily 
accommodated in the Cavanagh Cathedral, Church authorities recently decided to retain all 
of the extant Cavanagh Cathedral and demolish approximately half of the extant 1865 
Cathedral and join the remaining sections with a glass walled semi-circular structure.  

A reading of the Conservation Plan (Considine & Griffiths Architects Pty Ltd, February 
2002, Conservation Plan, St Mary’s Cathedral) indicated only two items requiring 
archaeological investigation, namely, the identification of materials used for previous 
pavements in the Cathedral grounds, and, the identification of the historical interior and 
exterior paint schemes. However, a site inspection by Dr Shane Burke and Fr Robert Cross 
identified 16 items requiring archaeological investigation, including: 

• Location of the graves of Bishop Griver and Bishop Gibney.  Bishop Matthew 
Gibney, Western Australia’s Bishop between 1887 and 1910, is famous for 
administering the Sacraments of the Church to a seriously wounded Ned Kelly at 
Jones’ Hotel at the siege of Glenrowan, but in Western Australia was instrumental 
in establishing the Roman Catholic education system and famous for his fight to 
obtain government funding for Catholic schools.; 

• Archaeological surveying, recording and excavation of the graves; 

• Exhumation of coffins and bodies and transfer to temporary storage; and 

• The collection, analysis and interpretation above and below floor level artefacts. 

Many of the items requiring archaeological investigation have been completed or are 
underway, and preliminary interpretations about the site’s use made. The brick lined grave 
containing the caskets of Bishops Griver and Gibney was found and the remains removed. 
Photographing and salvaging of items earmarked for destruction and sorting of above and 
below floor level artefacts continues.  

The dry, slightly alkaline sand below the floorboards has provided ideal preservation 
conditions for organic items like newspaper (the oldest dated to the 1860s) and admission 
cards to the Cathedral’s 1865 opening (many with the invitee’s name on the back). Other 
artefacts found (some in abundance) include tram tickets, human finger-nail clippings, 
human teeth, builders tools, coins, forged, cut and wire nails, bobby pins, religious items 
(including rosary beads, palms, prayer book pieces, medals and crucifixes) and clothing 
items (including thousands of small glass and plastic beads, collar and cuff studs and 
gloves). Some artefacts like photographs, slips of paper or holy cards containing people’s 
births, baptisms and deaths and complete rosary bead sets have symbolic function. 
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The brick lined graves of Bishops Griver (left) and Gibney (right). Horizontal scales 0.5m, 
vertical 0.25m increments (R. Cross 2006). 

 

The St Mary’s Cathedral archaeological project is probably the largest of its type ever 
undertaken in Western Australia. At the time of the writing of this article, sieving is nearing 
completion of approximately 1300 bags of excavated material from below the floor of the 
Cathedral, each bag containing between 15 and 45 kilograms. It is expected that these 
bags yield in excess of 20,000 artefacts to be sorted, cleaned and accessioned.  

The project will also produce a substantial photographic record and has already given rise 
to a number of print and television media articles. In time, the project will provide vital 
material information for the interpretation and understanding of Western Australian colonial 
and post-colonial society and ecclesiastical history. 

The project could not have developed as it has without the support of many individuals. 
Special thanks needs to be given to the many students from the Archaeology Society of 
Western Australia, the University of Notre Dame Australia and friends of the archaeological 
community of Western Australia for their assistance during all stages of the project. Without 
their help, the project could not have advanced as far as it has. 

Fr Robert Cross BA (Hons) 

When first embarking on studies as an archaeologist, one is never really sure where it will 
lead you. Many people daydream of excavating Roman temples or Egyptian tombs, but 
never a Cathedral in Perth. Yet this is one of the most amazing things I have ever done in 
my life. While I now have an enormous hatred for dust, what was forgotten and buried 
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within it has been a part of the most interesting excavation I have attended. The rarity of an 
exhumation and excavation within any kind of Church has not been lost on me or any of the 
other students that participated. Everyday that we have been at the Cathedral has taught 
us so much about the discipline of archaeology and the small details that cannot be truly 
understood until they have been experienced. 

The advantage of excavating inside a building meant that everything survived as if it had 
been lost only yesterday. This has given us the opportunity to understand the kinds of 
people that attended the Cathedral and the role that religion played in their lives. It has also 
raised questions about the construction of the Cathedral and how this was carried out. This 
excavation at the Cathedral has also helped put Catholicism in context for me in relation to 
the history of Western Australia and the vital role that the two Bishops played in shaping 
Perth and its social structure.  

While at the moment there are still more questions than answers, all in all excavating the 
Cathedral has reiterated just how important one building can be. 

Jade Doering, Undergraduate Archaeology student, University of Western Australia 

Nearly 150 years after its initial construction, St Mary’s Cathedral in Perth is undergoing 
considerable renovations that have provided archaeologists with the perfect opportunity to 
uncover its secrets. With major building phases completed in 1865 and 1930, the Cathedral 
has been a prominent part of Western Australia’s history. The remains of two bishops have 
already been uncovered, along with thousands of artefacts including clay smoking pipe 
fragments, rosary beads, various personal effects and even mummified rodents! The 
potential for honours and postgraduate study of the site is considerable. Areas of research 
range from socio-economics to ecclesiastical interests and architecture.  

Working on this site has proved invaluable, both for me and for all others involved. It has 
provided a very important insight into Western Australia’s past and will hopefully serve as a 
point of comparison and set a precedent for work on similar sites in the future. 

Vivien Lengkeek, Undergraduate Archaeology student, University of Western 
Australia 

SHA CONFERENCE REPORT 

The 40th anniversary conference of the Society for Historical Archaeology was held in 
Williamsburg, Virginia, USA between the 9th and 14th of January 2007.  This was the 
largest SHA conference ever, with approximately 700 papers from approximately 1500 
conference delegates.  One statistic shows the sheer scale of the conference particularly 
well – on most days, there were 12 to 15 concurrent sessions at any one time. 

Given the sheer scale of the conference, Australia (though not, to the best of my 
knowledge, New Zealand) was reasonably well-represented, with two sessions either 
wholly or partially focused on Australia.  An all-day Friday session on ‘settlement dynamics 
on the 19th-century frontier: perspective and approaches from North America and Australia’ 
featured three papers on Australian sites, and there was also an all-day Saturday session 
titled ‘aspects of maritime archaeology from Australia’.  More detailed information on the 
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conference preliminary program is still available on the SHA’s web site at: 
http://www.sha.org/about/conferences/mt2007.htm 

For those not familiar with Williamsburg, the centre of Virginia’s 18th-century colonial 
capital was heavily restored in the 20th century, and most of the colonial centre is now a 
year-round living history museum not entirely dissimilar to Sovereign Hill in Ballarat, 
Victoria.  The most obvious difference is that Williamsburg is still a residential town, with 
some 80 families remaining in private residences in the core of the colonial centre.  
Conference delegates were given free entry to the various Williamsburg exhibits, as well as 
free entry to the Jamestown National Park site (site of the first successful English colony in 
what was to become the United States, in 1607) and Jamestown settlement – yet another 
living history site, this time based on the 17th century. 

Perhaps the most interesting of the conference social activities was the Thursday night 
reception at Jamestown.  The archaeological site of the very first 1607 Jamestown fort – 
long thought to be lost to erosion prior to its rediscovery – was opened to conference 
delegates, as were all of the archaeological exhibits in the two museums.  If nothing else, 
this proved that certain historical archaeology sites in the United States attract considerably 
more funding than any of their Australasian counterparts.   

The Society’s highest honour, the JC Harrington Medal, was awarded to Bill Kelso at the 
Saturday banquet.  Dr. Kelso is the archaeologist who, towards the end of a varied and 
successful career in historical archaeology, was responsible for relocating the site of the 
1607 Jamestown fort. 

The 2008 SHA conference will be held in Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Alasdair Brooks 

 
Central Williamsburg 
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Jamestown Fort and Captain Smith Monument 

ANNOUNCEMENTS / NOTICES 

Dear Colleagues 

I was shell-shocked yesterday (still am) to learn of Terry Arnott’s untimely passing. Those 
who knew him need no reminder of his unbridled enthusiasm, conviviality, helpful & 
generous nature. He was absolutely passionate & skilled in his craft and always great to 
socialise with. In addition to his numerous research projects he made huge contributions in 
administrative and management roles which his maritime colleagues are better placed to 
outline than myself.  

I'm grateful I was able to spend some quality time in his company recently.  By sheer 
coincidence Terry had booked into the same motel that Gordon Grimwade and I stayed in 
during the Darwin conference (he was in the room next door).   He was in such good form 
at Darwin. We had breakfast together every morning, had great dinners at the waterfront 
restaurants & bars most nights together and returned to the motel to have a few beers on 
our patio into the small hours and 'resolve some of the world's problems'.  He told me that 
while maritime archaeology would always be his first call, he was getting more and more 
into historical archaeology and just loved the joint conferences. He was bubbling with plans 
for the 2008 conference which promised to be a ripper (and I'm sure it still will be in his 
honour). 

Straight after the Darwin conference he sent me some ideas to comment on and we 
exchanged information about radar stations, his current project. Maritime and historical 
archaeology in Australia & New Zealand has lost a larger than life personality, a friend and 
colleague who made a huge contribution.   At this sad time let's remember his contribution, 
warm smile, and infectious enthusiasm.  His legacy will endure.  

Farewell Friend, RIP. 

Neville Ritchie 
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AWARD TO NADIA IACONO 

Nadia Iacono, long-time ASHA member and former member of the ASHA committee, has 
just been awarded the Sydney Harbour Forshore Authority's Annual Heritage Prize for her 
La Trobe University Ph.D. dissertation 'Managing the Archaeology of the Modern City' 
(2005).  Nadia's thesis was one of the outcomes of the Archaeology of the Modern City 
project, an ARC-Linkage project directed by Professor Tim Murray of La Trobe University, 
and the industry partners Historic Houses Trust of New South Wales, Godden Mackay 
Logan Pty Ltd, the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority, the NSW Heritage Office, 
Heritage Victoria and the Sydney City Council. Congratulations Nadia!  

AUSTRALIA ICOMOS CONFERENCE 

The 2007 Australia ICOMOS conference will be held in Cairns, tropical north Queensland in 
conjunction with James Cook University’s School of Arts and Social Sciences. The 
conference is scheduled for the 19-21st July with associated meetings on the 18th and with 
several pre and post conference tours being planned.  The theme of the Conference is 
eXtreme heritage: managing heritage in the face of climatic extremes, natural disasters 
and military conflicts in tropical, desert, polar and off-world landscapes. 

The conference website can be found at www.aicomos.com and is being updated with new 
information as it comes to hand. A call for papers has recently been issued … so now is 
your opportunities to plan an exciting visit to our tropical north at the best time of year!  
When planning remember to allow several days for the post conference tours as we are 
investigating opportunities not easily available to the general public. The conference 
website includes a link on the ‘registration’ page for ‘expression of interest’ that will ensure 
that you are added to our mailing list so you don’t miss out on any important information. 

Sue McIntyre 

NEW GROUND: AUSTRALASIAN ARCHAEOLOGY CONFERENCE 2007 

University of Sydney | 21–26 September 2007 | www.newground.org.au 

In 2007 the archaeological societies of Australasia will stage a joint conference entitled 
New Ground.  This landmark event will bring together archaeologists and practitioners from 
all fields of research and practice to establish a new platform for research interchange in 
Australasian Archaeology.  New Ground will focus on sharing the results of groundbreaking 
research, making connections between the diverse array of archaeologies practiced and 
setting directions for future studies, promotion and conservation practice in Australasian 
Archaeology. The forum will bring together educators, researchers, consultants, 
government archaeologists, students and other practitioners grappling with some of the 
most topical issues in archaeology today.  

Important Dates 

Registration opens 2 April 
Call for Papers closes 13 April 
Early bird registration closes 31 July 

For more information visit the website: www.newground.org.au. 

Penny Crook 
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FORTHCOMING NEWSLETTERS 

The ASHA Newsletter is produced quarterly with the assistance of guest editors. The 2007 
guest editors are: 

This issue: Jon Prangnell email: j.prangnell@uq.edu.au 
Jun 2007 issue:  Alasdair Brooks email: A.Brooks@latrobe.edu.au 
Sept 2007 issue:  Clayton Fredericksen email: clayton.fredericksen@gmail.com 
Dec 2007 issue:  Rick McGovern-Wilson email: rmcgwilson@historic.org.nz 

In order to facilitate a more efficient newsletter production, all contributions should be 
forwarded to the e-mail address of your state rep by the second week of the month prior to 
circulation.  See ASHA contacts on last page for address details. 

The guest editors are asked to finalise the newsletter in the third week of the month prior to 
circulation.  Final copy must reach the General Editor, (Ross Gam), by the final week of the 
month prior to circulation. 

This is your newsletter and your contributions are vital.  Please check deadlines diligently.  
Your efficiency will be greatly appreciated.  I look forward to your forthcoming news of 
events. 

Ross Gam  General Editor  
ASHA Newsletter  

Post: “Windermere Cottage” 
RMB 121 Fishers Lane 
Loomberah 
Via Tamworth NSW 2340  

Email: newsletter@asha.org.au  
Phone: 02 6769 4103 

2006–2007 COMMITTEE 
President Susan Lawrence (president@asha.org.au) 
Vice Presidents Susan Piddock (vicepresidentsp@asha.org.au) 
 Paul Rheinberger (vicepresidentpr@asha.org.au) 
Treasurer Sue Singleton (treasurer@asha.org.au) 
Secretary Penny Crook (secretary@asha.org.au) 
Committee Deborah Arthur 
 Ross Gam  
 Martin Gibbs 
 Tracy Ireland 
 Greg Jackman  
 Julie Mastin 
 Rick McGovern-Wilson 
 Katrina Stankowski 
 Jody Steele  
Immediate past President Neville Ritchie 
AHA Editor Mary Casey (editor@asha.org.au) 
AHA Reviews Editor Alistair Paterson (reviews@asha.org.au) 
Newsletter Editor Ross Gam (newsletter@asha.org.au) 
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ASHA Contacts 

ACT 
Richard Morrison 
25 Forbes St 
Turner ACT 2612 
act@asha.org.au 

NSW 
Tim Owen 
Cultural Heritage Services 
2009 Locked Bag 24 
Broadway NSW 2007 
nsw@asha.org.au 

NT 
Colin De La Rue 
11 Bedwell Court 
Gray 
Palmerston  NT  0830 
nt@asha.org.au  

SA 
Robert Stone 
Flinders University 
GPO Box 2100 
Adelaide SA 5001 
sa@asha.org.au 

QLD 
Jon Prangnell 
School of Social Science 
University of Queensland QLD 4072 
qld@asha.org.au 

TAS 
Greg Jackman 
Port Arthur Historic Site 
Management Authority 
Port Arthur  TAS  7182 
tas@asha.org.au 

WA 
Shane Burke 
Department of Archaeology 
University of Western Australia 
Nedlands WA 6907 
wa@asha.org.au 

NZ 
Rick McGovern-Wilson 
New Zealand Historic Places Trust 
PO Box 2629 
Wellington NZ 
nz@asha.org.au 

VIC 
Darren Griffin 
Environmental Resources Management 
Australia Pty Ltd 
PO Box 266 
South Melbourne VIC 3205 
vic@asha.org.au 

 


